BeyondM Bottle
How Que bec’s Map le Fores t Serves a Gre at er Good
While long appreciated as a source
of delicious maple products, Quebec’s
maple forests create more than what
you find on your dining room table.
They also serve the greater good by
providing many, less obvious benefits
to people and the world around us. Recent
research undertaken by the Federation
of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers and
partners reveals new insights on the positive
effects of maple production in Quebec.
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Ecosystem Benefits of Quebec’s Maple Forests
Everyone appreciates the positive ecological contribution of the rainforests in the Southern
hemisphere. While the maple forests in the Northern hemisphere are on a different scale
than the rainforest, we can’t forget their positive ecological contribution and value.
Maple forests producing maple syrup in Quebec provide valuable ecosystem
goods and benefits in many categories, among the key ones are...2
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$1.08 billion Total economic valuE:
ecosystem services derived from Quebec maple forests producing maple syrup

Carbon and Climate – How Quebec Maple Helps
Refresher: Carbon 101

Trees take in
carbon dioxide...

1
... and release oxygen
into the air through
photosynthesis
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... store carbon in their
trunks, limbs, roots and
leaves as they grow...
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A Year in Quebec’s Maple
Syrup-producing Forests
carbon storage means:
• Cleaner air
• Oxygen for us to breathe
• Positive effect
on the climate
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Carbon emissions of maple syrup production in Quebec: 109,387 metric tons released in the maple production process. Quebec’s
maple syrup-producing forests absorb and store 8 times more carbon than the maple syrup production process releases.

Helping Quebec Maple Protect More Trees
Maple forests used for maple production are generally protected
by Quebec law through a number of provisions and cannot be cut down.
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If these maple trees were used to produce
maple syrup, their future would be preserved,
as would their carbon-capturing capabilities.
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$2.7 billion Total economic valuE:
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES DERIVED FROM ALL QUEBEC MAPLE FORESTS

The Power oF One

When you use
1 tsp. of a maple
product...

instead of 1 tsp.
of another sweetener
each day for a year...

>

You put two maple
trees into production –
and under protection.

Imagine what 100,000 of us could do.
The Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers does not promote an increase of sugar consumption.
When choosing a sweetener for moderate use, pure maple syrup has positive environmental contributions
and more potential health benefits than some other sources of sugar.

Maple products offer conscientious consumers more than great taste and health benefits – they
offer the chance to directly impact Quebec’s maple forests. Anyone can play a role in preserving the
ecosystem and significant human benefits the maple forests provide, impacting global quality of life.
Visit ilovemaple.ca for recipes and more information about maple products from Quebec.
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